
Resume 
 

Name: Jiawen Peng Gender: Female 

Date of Birth: 1990 /2 /17 Residency: Fuzhou 

Yrs.of Experience: 8 years Email: jotianlai@qq.com 

Mobile Phone: 15006008393   

Skype: 455157511@qq.com  

Height: 167cm   

Marital Status: Unmarried   

Address: No.394, Xihong Road, Fuzhou, Fujian 

Website: 

Self-Assessment 

 

I am capable for handling English-Chinese translation and other matters related. 

 

I can start: Within one month 

Type of Employment: Full-time 

Desired Location: Fuzhou, China 

 

Work Experience 

 

English<>Chinese Translator and Manager 

I have worked as a full-time translator for seven years in a country-owned big company. My 

major responsibility is to translate or organize all translators to translate different kinds of 

documents such as marketing documents, bidding documents, method statements, and so on 

by the deadline. At the same time, I also work for translation companies as a freelancer. In 

addition, I spent one and a half years working in Africa, the major responsibilities were to do 

daily interpretation and document translation.  

 

March, 2013-December, 2014, I worked in a country-owned construction and engineering 

company, and I was dispatched to Africa to be a translator and interpreter. My major 

responsibilities were to do document translation (involved in fields of geology, environment, 

engineering, business, legal etc.) and daily interpretation. 

 
March, 2015-Now, I worked in headquarter of the construction and engineering 

corporation as a professional translator. My responsibilities are to do document 

translation such as bidding documents, agreement, contract, technical documents etc. 

I also was appointed to do foreign client reception. 

 
March, 2012-Now, I worked for different translation agencies around the world as a freelance 

translator. The fields include legal, business, finance, marketing, medical etc. 

 

I'm familiar with the translation industry, because I'm experienced to play three roles in the 
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industry: client, translator, project manager. I play the roles of translator and project manager 

in the country-owned big construction company by translating or organizing all translators to 

translate different kinds of documents such as marketing documents, bidding documents, 

method statements, and so on by the tight deadline. If some works are too heavy and too 

urgent, I will represent the company to contact the translation company (client role).   

 

In my past 8-year freelancing experience, I'm good at solving different problems by myself 

and taking advantage of resources at hand, and communicating with people from different 

countries and cultures. Since I received various of translation jobs (MTPE, transcreation, 

subtitle, localization), I have experience to use plenty of software such as Microsoft Office, 

Adobe Acrobat DC, Trados 2019, Glossary Converter, Wordfast, Memsource, different 

online translation platform, different subtitle translation software, CAD etc. High-efficient 

tasks management is another reward. 

 

In the medical field, I'm experienced to translate different examination reports, diagnosis, 

equipment manual. I also participated in a medical insurance project concerning translation of 

scanned reports, medicine lists, hospital information, invoice, admission and discharge 

records etc., and there is an ongoing project concerning translation of CIOMS Forms, SEA 

Reports and different medical and pharmaceutical questionnaires. 

 

I have also accumulated rich experience in both localization and marketing including a 

website of cable cleat company (about 70000words), a website of camping (about 

120000words), a pregnancy and health App (about 120000words), transcreation project for 

Dunhill, a website of porcelain art pieces (60000words), product localization for AMD. 

 

As to MTPE field, I'm providing service for Amazon, Alibaba, Airbnb and Icecat, help them 

to translate product description. I also participated in a long-term MTPE project concerning 

translation of CIOMS Forms and different medical and pharmaceutical questionnaires as well 

as a project about stock analysis for Morningstar. The accumulated word count is more than 

500000words. 
 

In the legal field, I've translated contracts, agreements, laws and regulations as requested by the 

translation companies and my current corporation (a country-owned engineering and 

construction corporation). 

 
 

2008 /9 -- 2012 /6 Minnan Normal University English Bachelor 

 
 

English (Good): Listening&Speaking (Good), Reading&Writing (Very Good) 

Simplified Chinese (Native): Listening&Speaking (Native), Reading&Writing (Native) 

Traditional Chinese (Taiwan)(Good) Listening&Speaking (Good), Reading&Writing (Good)  

 

Education 

Language Skill 


